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Efficient use of the datatype
Matrices  and Vectors are examples of Maple's rtable data structure. Maple can store rtables with 
floating-point  datatypes .

A datatype is a restrictive quality of the underlying structure. No element can be assigned to an entry if it is 
not of

the prescribed type. This provides the means for efficient implementation of numeric programs.

For datatype=float[8]  the data is stored as a collection of hardware double-precision floating-point numbers.

For datatype=sfloat  the data is stored as a collection of floating-point numbers, each  in Maple's own 
software floating-point

datastructure. 

Two principal purposes of these special datatypes are fast algorithmic selection and use in external calling. 
These are 

Fast algorithmic selection

One writes an program to operate over Matrices and Vectors. Suppose that a special, efficient algorithm 
is

found which can be implemented only over a particular domain, say the integers.

A type-check such as type(inputM,'Matrix(integer)') is the means chosen to decide which

path of the program to follow. How can this type-check work? If the datatype is anything then the 
check

entails walking the entire structure and checking each element in turn. That is costly, despite being made

faster in Maple 9.5 . If the datatype is integer then the type-check is immediate, it only has to check the 



rtable's

datatype.

Use in external calling.

Maple has compiled external functions available for linear algebra computation. These work directly 
with the data

 portions of floating-point datatype Matrices and Vectors, and rely upon the data being stored in 
contiguous blocks

(ie, in arrays, in C). This is one of the principal motivations behind the existence of rtables! In order to 
avoid

unecessary duplication or copying of data, it is most efficient to use these entirely, if floating-point 
numeric linear

algebra is to be done.

Do not do the following, if possible, as it involves extraneous copies of the data. The computation of the
LU factorization

will convert the Matrix to float8] datatype, in order to access the external routine.

> M := Matrix(100,100,(i,j)->1/j):
M := evalf(M);
infolevel[LinearAlgebra]:=2;
M.M;

M := 
 100 x 100 Matrix 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
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infolevelLinearAlgebra := 2

MatrixMatrixMultiply:, "copying first Matrix to enable external call"
MatrixMatrixMultiply:, "copying second Matrix to enable external call"
MatrixMatrixMultiply:, "calling external function"
MatrixMatrixMultiply:, "NAG", hw_f06yaf

 100 x 100 Matrix 
 Data Type: float[8] 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
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Instead, create the Matrix directly with the appropriate datatype.



> M := Matrix(100,100,(i,j)->1/j,datatype=float);
M.M;

M := 
 100 x 100 Matrix 
 Data Type: float[8] 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
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MatrixMatrixMultiply:, "calling external function"
MatrixMatrixMultiply:, "NAG", hw_f06yaf

 100 x 100 Matrix 
 Data Type: float[8] 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
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Efficient use of memory
Maple uses contiguous blocks of its own allocated memory for the floating-point datatype rtables. Once a 
variable name

is reassigned the contiguous block of memory space used for that rtable is freed, yet the nearby surrounding 
memory

may be still used by something else.

In this initial scenario, a larger rtable always replaces a smaller one. Since the memory block used for the 
first rtable is

not large enough to hold the data of the second, and so on, and since the surrounding memory may be in use,
then an

entirely new portion of allocated memory must be used. Maple can allocate more memory to use, but this 
situation  is

not allowing it to re-use the smaller rtables' memory block for holding the new rtables.

In order to get the clearest picture of what can happen, examine the two cases below.

Each method creates Matrices of differing sizes, assigning each to the same variable. In the first case, the 
Matrices

are created, and disposed of, in order of ascending size. In the second case, they are created in order of 
descending

size. Notice how the total allocated memory used by Maple is much larger in the first case. Each subsequent
Matrix

 must be apportioned a new block of memory for its data, since the old block is not large enough to hold it. 
In the

 second case, each of the subsequent Matrices data does fit into the previous one's memory block, so no 
new



 allocation takes place.

These operations should be performed in separate worksheets, to fully illustrate the memory savings. As an
exercise,

do these computations separately. How does the total time differ, for each? How does the total memory 
allocation

differ for each? And the total memory used? Attempt to explain these differences and similarities.

> restart:
(st,ba) := time(), kernelopts(bytesalloc):
for i from 100 to 2000 by 100 do
   M := Matrix(i,i,datatype=float);
od:
time()-st, kernelopts(bytesalloc)-ba;

0.540, 230120288

> restart:
(st,ba) := time(), kernelopts(bytesalloc):
for i from 2000 to 100 by -100 do
   M := Matrix(i,i,datatype=float);
od:
time()-st, kernelopts(bytesalloc)-ba;

0.710, 32041236

Operations using NAG format output

In some situations, a compact form of the result can save memory. For example, the result of an LU 
factorization

can be contained in just a Vector and a single Matrix. The Vector represents the permutations done for 
best

pivoting, and the resulting Matrix contains, superimposed, the U and the L (with implicit unit-diagonal).

> restart:
with(LinearAlgebra):
M := RandomMatrix(3,outputoptions=[datatype=float]);
(p,lu) := LUDecomposition(M,output=['NAG']);
b := Vector(3,(i)->1,datatype=float):
x := LinearSolve([p,lu],b):
Norm( M . x - b );



M := 

-37. 76. -8.

-85. -51. 9.

-96. 46. 93.
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p, lu := 

3

2

3
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, 

-96. 46. 93.

0.885416666666666629 -91.7291666666666714 -73.3437500000000000

0.385416666666666629 -0.635248694072223507 -90.4352714058596376
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1.11022302462515654 10-16

Other operations may make use of this compact form, without having to recompute the O N 3( ) 

decomposition.

> infolevel[LinearAlgebra]:=2;
ConditionNumber(M);
ConditionNumber(M,factors=[p,lu]);

infolevelLinearAlgebra := 2

ConditionNumber:, "calling external function"
ConditionNumber:, "NAG", hw_f06raf
ConditionNumber:, "NAG", hw_f07adf
ConditionNumber:, "NAG", hw_f07agf

6.712363426

ConditionNumber:, "calling external function"
ConditionNumber:, "NAG", hw_f06raf
ConditionNumber:, "NAG", hw_f07agf

6.712363426

> MatrixInverse(M);
MatrixInverse([p,lu]);

MatrixInverse:, "calling external function"
MatrixInverse:, "NAG", hw_f07adf
MatrixInverse:, "NAG", hw_f07ajf

[ -0.00647560879135781771, -0.00933733313409670918, 0.000346571267483952902[ ], 
0.00884133439983525449, -0.00528521182913031882, 0.00127201700710596584[ ], 
-0.0110576325415351860, -0.00702434663154074840, 0.0104812694553933893[ ]]

MatrixInverse:, "calling external function"
MatrixInverse:, "NAG", hw_f07ajf



[ -0.00647560879135781771, -0.00933733313409670918, 0.000346571267483952902[ ], 
0.00884133439983525449, -0.00528521182913031882, 0.00127201700710596584[ ], 
-0.0110576325415351860, -0.00702434663154074840, 0.0104812694553933893[ ]]

Show how a linear system may be solved, repeatedly for several distinct RHS Vectors, while re-using the 
prefactored

components [p,lu].  As an additional exercise, show how this may be done with the QRDecomposition  
rouine.

Operations done in-place

Many routines within LinearAlgebra allow for in-place computation. The syntax is consistent, by 
providing

the option  inplace = true .

inplace = true

> restart:
M := LinearAlgebra:-RandomMatrix(3);
N := LinearAlgebra:-RandomMatrix(3):
with(LinearAlgebra):
MatrixAdd(M,N,1,-3,inplace=true):
M;

M := 

-21 -50 -79

-56 30 -71

-8 62 28
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-219 -110 23

52 51 115

115 14 298
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Routines which accept this option include LinearSolve, Add, Transpose, etc.

Some faster algorithms

Solving linear systems is one of the most typical operations in linear algebra. In Maple this can be done,



as a floating-point computation, in any arbitrary extended precision. According to the earlier sections

this can be done more efficiently by using the floating-point datatypes.

Here is some data, to express and example problem:

> Digits := 40:
with(LinearAlgebra):
M := RandomMatrix( 100, outputoptions=[datatype=float] ):
b := RandomVector( 100, outputoptions=[datatype=float] ):

Prior to Maple 9 , the linear system  M  . x = b would typically be solved as follows,by means of

an LU factorization.

> time( assign('x',LinearSolve( M, b, method = LU )) );
12.170

And one could perform one of several sorts of test on the answer.

> Norm( M . x - b );

4.441 10-35

The above has be done entirely at a fixed precision of 100 digits. In particular, the O N 3( ) factorization

has been done entirely with Maple's software floating-point numbers, using its internal kernel to do all

the arithmetic operations.

The following is a new implementation which is done partly at hardware double-precision and partly in

extended precision using software floating-point arithmetic. The operation is timed.

> time( assign('x',LinearSolve( M, b, method = hybrid)) );
2.939

Again, one may test the answer by computing its forward-error.

> Norm( M . x - b );
1.041 10-35

In this second computation, the crucial O N 3( ) factorization is done at fast non-interpreted hardware



double-precision. This is followed by O N 2( ) iterative refinement of the intermediary solution at

the extended sortware precision.  All these computations are done externally, for speed, using NAG or

CLAPACK routines.

It should be possible to derive additional hybrid algorithms for other extended fixed  precision 
computations,

by replacing some sections of highest complexity with a hardware precision operation and following

that by extended precision refinement involving a lower complexity. Eigenvalue and eigenvector

computation are likely candidates, as is multivariable Newton's method for rootfinding.

Augmenting Maple through external-calling

Suppose that you have an algorithm of your own, for some purely numeric computation in linear algebra. 
You

wish to implement it as efficiently as possible within Maple. You want it to be as fast as if you had 
implemented

in a compiled language, such as C.  See the example worksheet on External Calling.

Numeric functionality new to Maple 9.5
There are a number of new packages and added functionality for numerics in Maple 9.5 .

Optimization

The Optimization  package is entirely new to Maple 9.5.  It provides fast arbitrary solution to the

problems of floating-point local optimization. The solvers are arranged according to problem class.

These classes include linear programming (LP), least squares (LS), and nonlinear programming (NLP).

The underlying implementations of the solvers are routines provided by NAG, as compiled C, and are

accessed by Maple via the external-calling mechanism.

> Optimization:-Interactive();
no solution available

Question: for what classes of problem will the optimal local extrema found by this package be global

extrema?



RootFinding

The new RootFinding package extends the functionality of the fsolve routine, particularly with regard to

finding many or all roots of a system simultaneously.

The following is similar to an example posted to USENET within the last six months. Find all the real

roots of the following:      sin(10*x)+cos(x)   over  x in [-10..10] .

> restart;
func := sin(10*x) + cos(x);
plot(func,x=-3..3);

func := sin 10 x( ) + cos x( )

x

210

-2

2

-1

-3 3-1
0

-2

1

 

> with(RootFinding):
sol := Analytic(func,-3-0.001*I..3+0.001);

Have all the real roots been found?



sol := -0.14279966607226, -0.17453292519943, 0.42839899821679, 1.2217304763960, 
-1.2851969946504, 1.5707963267949, -1.8563956589394, 1.9198621771938, 
-2.2689280275926, 2.7131936553730, -2.9670597283904, -1.5707963267949, 
-0.87266462599716

> nops([sol]);
13

> 

An an exercise, use the fsolve command, with its avoid option, to repeatedly generate solutions 
containing more and more

distinct real roots in this range. Can it find all the roots? Is it faster, for finding all the roots? Is faster, for
finding just a single

root?
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